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Introduction
Welcome to Stress-Free Thanksgiving & Christmas!
I love this time of year.

Here in Oz, the garden is growing like crazy. Green shoots
(and broad beans) everywhere you look. Summer is just
around the corner and the lure of long lazy days on the
horizon.
Yay for holidays.
But the holidays can come with their fair share of stress.
Yet it doesn't need to get unbearably hot in the kitchen.
Emotionally, or otherwise.
Which is why I've pulled together this collection of menus
and recipes for delicious festive food fast. It's designed
to help you plan and execute your own 'no worries'
thanksgiving and christmas.
Because we cooks deserve to enjoy the holidays too.
Happy Holidays!
Jules x

Thanksgiving
Menus
classic turkey

all about the ham

veggie love

mushroom fest

§ marinated olives
§ roast turkey - orange & thyme
§ classic dressing with macadamia & sage
§ quick cranberry sauce
§ mashed potatoes
§ brown rice salad
§ pumpkin cheesecake

§ roast tomatoes & crusty bread
§ pecan crusted sweet potato
§ shredded kale salad
§ no bake pecan pie

§ dukkah with olive oil & bread
§ amazing glazed ham
§ potato gratin
§ green bean salad
§ chocolate pecan pie

§ stuffed portabello mushrooms
§ classic dressing with macadamia & sage
§ quick cranberry sauce
§ quinoa & broccolini salad
§ super crunchy apple crisp

§ interactive index - click on the item to be taken to that page

*
Christmas Menus
christmas eve
ham fest
§ amazing glazed ham
§ potato salad
§ green goddess salad
§ boozy banana ice cream

modern summer menu
§ beetroot ‘pesto’ with celery & sourdough
§ whole baked salmon
§ dill mayonnaise
§ potato salad
§ the classic mixed green salad
§ pavlova with christmas berries

traditional turkey
§ marinated olives
§ roast turkey
§ classic dressing with macadamia & sage
§ quick cranberry sauce
§ mashed potatoes
§ brown rice salad
§ ginger puddings with icecream

winter veggie menu
§ pecan crusted sweet potato
§ classic dressing with macadamia & sage
§ quinoa & broccolini salad
§ festive dates

summer vego menu
§ baked ricotta with roast tomatoes & basil oil
§ brown rice salad
§ minted pea salad
§ little lemon cheesecakes
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no bake pecan pie

16 tips for
stress-free
cooking

1. plan ahead
If there’s one thing you take away from this list this is the biggest game
changes. Make sure you plan ahead. While it can be fun to wing-it when
you’re cooking for one or two, nobody needs the stress that goes along
with keeping the hungry hoards waiting while the turkey takes forever.
2. think big
Make the most of having heaps of mouths to feed and choose large pieces
of meat or fish. A whole salmon or a glazed leg of ham can look seriously
impressive and much easier than having to get the timing right for cooking
10 individual serves.
3. choose a simple menu
Less is more in so many ways. Not only does a simple menu mean there
will be less types of food, it also means less for the cook to juggle, making
it easier to cook the dishes you are serving to perfection.
4. skip the starter
If you must serve a starter, go for something super simple like a bowl of
perfectly marinated olives or some excellent quality bread and extra virgin
olive oil. With such a massive main course and dessert on the way, it’s best
to save your guests appetites for the main event.
5. keep the sides simple or outsource them
It can be tempting to keep adding to your side dishes but this is where
things can quickly get out of control. I’d aim for one starchy side, like
potatoes and something green, like a simple perfectly dressed green salad
or some fresh green beans. If your family has a tradition of extreme multiple
sides, this is a good opportunity to take up any offers to help and get some
of your guests to look after this.

16 tips for
stress-free
cooking

6. choose dishes that can be served at room temperature
Even if it’s Winter where you are, it doesn’t mean that every single dish
needs to be served hot.
7. allow enough time
I find when I cook, things always take longer than anticipated. Best to allow
way more time than you think you’ll need. I’ve been there – stuck in the
kitchen, still not in my party outfit, trying to get things done while everyone
is enjoying themselves – it’s no fun.
8. delegate
It isn’t the end of the world if you disregard point v. Just recruit a few willing
sous chefs and you’ll have company and things done in record time.
10. serve family style
Large platters in the middle of the table not only take the pressure off
having to find enough space in the kitchen to line up 10 individual plates,
it’s interactive and fun to share. It also means that your mates can load
up on things they love and skip out on anything not to their taste without
having a guilty pile on their plate at the end of the evening.
11. designate a wine master
You’ve got enough official duties with the food. Nominating a wine master
means you don’t have to worry about what to open next or if everyone’s
glasses are kept topped up.

16 tips for
stress-free
cooking

12. appoint a dj
Another easy job to outsource. With the added bonus that it can be so
fascinating what people dig up from your itunes.
13. stock up on bread
This may seem a little strange from someone who recently wrote about why
she ‘doesn’t eat grains’. The thing about having rules is that it’s great fun
to break them! When it’s time to celebrate, I say bring on the sourdough.
Judging the right amount of food for a crowd can be tricky, even for
experienced cooks. My insurance policy is to have plenty of great sourdough
bread on hand. That way you know that no one will leave hungry, and if
there are heaps of leftovers you can slice and freeze for later.
14. outsource dessert
There aren’t any prizes for making every item from scratch all by yourself.
People love to contribute and dessert is a great way to get others to help.
15. or choose a do-ahead dessert
If out-sourcing is not an option, choose a dessert that can be made a few
days ahead so you have one less thing to worry about on the ‘big day’. A
personal favourite is my toblerone ice cream cake. If you feel like making it
a bit more festive, stir in a few handfuls of roasted chopped pecans and/or
some dried sweetened cranberries (craisins).
16. set the table first
A final trick I’ve picked up over the years. Make sure you have the table set
and looking lovely before the guests arrive, that way no matter how chaotic
things actually are in the kitchen, at least the front of house will have an
aura of order and calm.

pecan crusted sweet potato

*
** *

*

Timing Tips
for Different
Menus

all about
the ham
menu
dukkah with olive oil & bread
amazing glazed ham
potato gratin
green bean salad
chocolate pecan pie

why choose this menu?

I highly recommend the ham menu if you’re a bit nervous about cooking
large hunks of meat. While it’s not as traditional as turkey, glazing a ham is
practically fool proof.
But the real reason to go for a ham is that it’s super delicious. I can’t tell
you how often I’ve been surprised by how excited people get by a well
glazed ham. Expect lots of compliments. Lots.

tips for organisation and timing
This menu is also nice and straight forward in terms of planning. The
pecan pie is better after a night in the fridge, so find some time to make in
advance. The dukkah only takes minutes so it can fit in wherever you have
some spare time.
The ham takes about an hour and a half. It’s great served straight out of
the oven or after a rest for an hour or more, so you have a lot of flexibility if
there’s an emergency.
Likewise, the potato gratin can be baked at the same time as the ham
on the shelf below OR you could cook it ahead and then just reheat it for
about 20 minutes in the oven before serving. And the green bean salad
can be made whenever you have time. Just cook the beans and refresh
under cold running water then toss them in the dressing and keep in the
fridge until you’re ready to serve with their dill and almonds.

classic
turkey
menu
marinated olives
roast turkey with orange & thyme
macadamia & sage dressing
quick cranberry sauce
mashed potatoes
brown rice salad
pumpkin cheesecake

why choose this menu?
If only a turkey will do, this is the menu for you.

tips for organisation and timing

Cooking the turkey is the critical path for planning this menu and everything
else is designed to fit in and around the big bird. My favourite turkey cooking
method is to cook it straight from frozen. It’s safe and saves any need to
clog up your fridge for days with a defrosting turkey. Which means you can
get the cheesecake done before the big day and safely stored in the fridge.
Prepare the dressing and have it all ready to go in your baking dish, then
when the turkey is cooked, drizzle the pan juices over your dressing and
get it cooking while the turkey rests for at least 1/2 hour. Too easy.
Gravy is something I can do without – there’s enough things to do to get
the turkey carved and on the table without worrying about lumpy brown
stuff. The solution? Make a cranberry sauce with chicken stock and dried
cranberries and have it all ready to serve. Then toss in some of the turkey
pan juices, bring to a simmer and you have a wonderful sweet sauce that
compliments your bird.
With the turkey and dressing pretty much monopolising your oven, the
smart choice for potatoes is to serve a wonderfully creamy mash. This can
be prepared ahead – cook the potatoes, drain and return to the pan to
keep warm until you’re ready for action. Then heat up the milk, mash the
spuds into the hot milk and stir over a low heat while the butter melts in
and you have perfect fluffy mash.
Brown rice salad add some much needed green freshness. It may not be
traditional, but the wonderful flavours of mint and parsley are just the thing
to brighten up a winter menu. Add in the bonus that it’s great made even a
day ahead and stored in the fridge. We’re talking win-win.

the
mushroom
fest
menu
stuffed portabello mushrooms
macadamia & sage dressing
quick cranberry sauce
quinoa & broccolini salad
super crunchy apple crisp

why choose this menu?

I’ve always believed that the stuffing or dressing is the best part of the
turkey, so with this vegetarian menu we have the best of both worlds.
The mushrooms can either be integrated to cater for vegetarians, or if
you’re lucky enough for the whole family to be united veggies they can be
the star of the show.
The quinoa & broccolini salad serves both as some refreshing greens but
also another all important source of veggie protein.

tips for organisation and timing

The mushrooms can be baked at the same time as the dressing. When
they’re both done, cover and keep warm in a low oven (100C / 200F) until
you’re ready to serve.
While all that is happening you can make the broccolini and quinoa salad
with almonds (for some extra veggie protein) and have it in the fridge when
you’re ready to serve.
The apple crisp can be assembled when you have a spare few minutes,
then just pop it in the oven to turn into warming appley magic while you
enjoy the main course.

the
veggie love
menu
roast tomatoes & crusty bread
pecan crusted sweet potato
shredded kale salad
no bake pecan pie

why choose this menu?

If you're looking for something inexpensive yet super special, that will fill
your home with wonderful aromas as the sweet potato roasts, this is the
menu for you!
It's also very low stess and can pretty much be prepared ahead so all you
need to do is warm up the main course and you're good to serve.

tips for organisation and timing

If you're short on time you could roast the tomatoes in the oven on a tray
under the sweet potato. But then again you could easily do the tomatoes
a few days in advance and keep them in the fridge under a little olive oil.
Just allow to come to room temperature before serving.
The salad is fine sitting around for a few hours in the fridge. So as far as
salads go it's pretty low maintenance.
And the no bake 'pie' couldn't be simpler. It only takes about 15 minutes
to prepare and will happily wait in the fridge for up to a week if needed.

the
christmas
eve
ham fest
menu

amazing glazed ham
potato salad
green goddess salad
boozy banana ice cream

why choose this menu?

This is the perfect menu if you're looking for something that is A. relaxed
and casual, B. completely prepare ahead and C. delicious
It's also great if you're not confident with cooking large pieces of meat
because the ham is already cooked. So it's very forgiving. No need to get
the timing just right.
This is what I'll be sharing with my family on Christmas eve when I'm not
sure what time everyone will get back from the church (or the pub). But
everyone will be ravenous and ready to tuck in straight away.
It's also great for when the weather is warmer as everything can be served
at room temperature or chilled.

tips for organisation and timing

The ham takes about 1.5 hours. So best to roast it when you can, like in
the afternoon then leave in the oven (with the oven turned off) until you're
ready to serve. Whether that's an hour later or 4 hours. If you feel like
hotter ham, just turn the oven back on for 15 minutes or so.
The salads can both be made while the ham is cooking. Keep the potato
salad at room temp and the green goddess salad in the fridge.
Have your bananas chopped and frozen and ready for dessert, if anyone
has any space left.

the
modern
summer
menu

beetroot pesto with sourdough
whole baked salmon
dill mayonnaise
potato salad
the classic mixed green salad
pavlova with christmas berries

why choose this menu?

If your bored with turkey and ham and are looking for something festive
and fresh.
Also perfect for people in the Southern Hemisphere because it can all be
served chilled. Just the thing for a hot Summers Christmas day.
Also a great choice if you're serving lots of pescatarians.

tips for organisation and timing
To keep things simple on the big day, I'd bake the pavlova base a day or
two in advance and keep in an airtight container.

The salmon can either be served warm from the oven, or baked a day
ahead of time and kept in the refrigerator until you're ready to serve.
I'd get the salmon in the oven then focus on the potato salad. When that's
done I'd make the mayo and 'pesto'.
And I'd have the salad dressing all mixed to toss in the leaves at the last
minute.

the
summer
vego
menu

baked ricotta with roast tomatoes
& basil oil
brown rice salad
minted pea salad
little lemon cheesecakes

why choose this menu?

If you're looking for something festive and impressive that will be fine for
non meat eaters.
This is another that can be made completely in advance if you need to
juggle the timing of when the hungry hoards will be ready to eat.
And as the title suggests, it's perfect for a hot summers day because
everything is chilled or at room temperature.

tips for organisation and timing
This is super flexible. So fit it in with your schedule rather than the other
way around.
I'd bake the tomatoes in advance and keep in the fridge under oil. But you
could bake them on a tray underneath the ricotta.
Then on the big day I'd get the ricotta in the oven and make the basil oil
and salads while it is cooking.
The cheesecakes hardly take any time at all. So I'd leave these until you're
finished the main course and ready to tackle something sweet.

*
** *

*

Starters &
Sauces

Dukkah is originally an Egyptian blend of spices
and nuts that is served with olive oil and bread
for dipping. It’s an excellent starter because it
can be easily made well in advance and

dukkah & bread

A small bottle also makes a lovely gift.

dukkah with
olive oil
& bread
serves 20+

300g (10oz) roasted & peeled hazelnuts
100g (3oz) sesame seeds
60g (2oz) ground coriander
60g (2oz) ground cumin
1 teaspoon sea salt flakes

1. In a food processor, blend nuts until you have a chunky meal.
2. Stir in sesame seeds, coriander, cumin & salt. Taste and season
with extra salt if needed.

video
»

dukkah & crusty bread...
prepare ahead?
The dukkah will keep for a few months in an airtight container.

problem solving guide

bland - make sure your spices are fresh and your nuts are roasted. For

now just be more generous with the seasoning.

variations for fun

too salty - Next time season more gradually. For now, you could dilute

nut free - consider serving a chilli oil for dipping bread instead.

short on time - either just serve the bread and olive oil OR .

carnivore - serve with finely sliced prosciutto or salami.
almond - replace the hazelnuts with roasted almonds.
budget - replace some or all of the hazelnuts with fine bread crumbs.

with more of everything.

leftover potential

Great! Freeze any leftover bread and keep leftover dukkah in an airtight
container or sealed plastic bag.
Also wonderful sprinkled on grilled lamb, fish, chicken or halloumi.
Lovely sprinkled over vanilla icecream with a drizzle of honey for
something unexpected.

These olives make a great starter on their own.
But if you’re worried about hungry guests, serve
some crusty bread so people can dip it into the
olivey, garlicky oil.
I love buttery green Sicilian olives for this
dish, but any good quality olive or even a mixture
of them will be delicious.

marinated
olives
serves 10-12

2 cups olives approx (200g / 7oz)
zest 1/2 lemon
2 cloves garlic, peeled & smashed
1/4 cup extra virgin olive oil

1. Place olives, lemon zest, garlic & oil in a small saucepan.
2. Gently warm over a medium heat and cook for about 10 minutes
or until everything smells garlicky and olivey.

marinated olives
video
»

marinated olives...
prepare ahead?

These olives will keep in the fridge for months. So feel free to make
ahead.

problem solving guide

too garlicky - The recipe above is quite generous with the garlic, feel
free to reduce the quantity.

I like to serve them warm or at room temperature so if they’ve been
in the fridge, might be a nice idea to warm them up in a pan.

short on time - serve olives drizzled with oil and forget about the

variations for fun

leftover potential

serves 18- 20

4 cups olives approx (400g / 14oz)
zest 1 lemon
4 cloves garlic, peeled & smashed
1/2 cup extra virgin olive oil.

matinating thing..

Great to have on hand as a starter.
Also wonderful in salads.

I’ve been making beetroot ‘pesto’ for years. A
brilliant idea where you use cooked beetroot
instead of basil that I picked up years ago. While
canned beetroot works really well, if you have
the time to roast your own beets you will be well
rewarded.
You’ll need 2 large bunches of beets roasted in
foil for about an hour until tender for this
recipe.

beetroot pesto

beetroot pesto
serves 12-14

3 cans beetroot in juice (440g / 15oz each), drained
2-3 cloves garlic, finely chopped
150g (6oz) pine nuts
200g (7oz) parmesan cheese, finely grated

1. Whizz the beets, garlic, pine nuts and cheese in a food processor
until you have a chunky paste.
2. Add 6 tablespoons olive oil and whizz until just combined.
3. Taste and season well.

video
»

beetroot pesto...
prepare ahead?

problem solving guide

variations for fun

flavour too sharp – With beets canned in vinegar, make sure you
drain really well next time and possible even rinse them under cold
running water to minimise the acidity. For now balance the acidity with
extra oil and some more grated parmesan.

budget - replace some or all of the pine nuts with bread crumbs or

bland – How can beets be bland with that colour? Just season more
generously and possibly add some additional parmesan.

Will keep for a few weeks in an airtight container.

vegan / dairy free – Replace the parmesan with extra pine nuts or
a less expensive nut like almonds or cashews.
a less expensive nut like almonds.

leftover potential
Lovely as a dip with bread or pita chips.

Use anywhere you’d normally use pesto, dolluped on soups, tossed
in with fresh pasta or as a sauce for meat, poultry or fish. I’m had it
recently with BBQ pork sausages. Wonderful.
You won’t have any problems using it up. Best if allowed to warm
back up to room temperature before eating.

dill mayonnaise

If making your own may seems like too much hassle,
by all means substitute in some store bought
mayonnaise and just stir in a little mustard and
chopped dill. No one will know the difference;)

dill
mayonnaise
makes 3 1/2 cups

2 whole eggs at room temperature
1 tablespoon dijon mustard
2 tablespoons sherry vinegar
3 cups peanut or other vegetable oil
1 bunch dill, leaves picked & chopped
1. Whizz eggs, mustard, vinegar & lemon together with a pinch salt.
2. With the motor still running, add the oil a few drops at a time, then
build up to a thin stream and then a slightly more daring stream until
most of the oil is incorporated.
3. Taste and season. Feel free to add a pinch of sugar or more
vinegar, lemon juice or mustard if you like. Whizz to combine.
4. Add dill and whizz until only just combined,
5. If the mayo is a little too runny, add the remaining oil. Too firm, add
a little water.

video
»

dill mayonnaise...
prepare ahead?
Yes. Will keep well in the fridge.

variations for fun
small batch

makes less than 2 cups
1 whole egg at room temperature
2 teaspoons dijon mustard
1 tablespoon sherry vinegar
1 1/2 cups peanut or other vegetable oil
1/2 bunch dill, leaves picked & chopped

vegan / egg-free – Use a commercial vegan mayonnaise OR

make a sauce from equal parts of tahini, lemon juice and water –
maybe 1/2 cup of each and whisk until you have a smooth sauce – it
will be much runnier than mayo but will be delicious with the fish. OR
make a dill oil by pureeing a bunch of dill with a cup of olive oil and
seasoning with a little salt, pepper & lemon juice.

problem solving guide

mayonnaise curdles – This is usually either because you’ve added

the oil too quickly OR there wasn’t enough mixing to get the oil properly
emulsified. If this happens, pour your curdled mess into a bowl. Wash
out the food processor and start again with a tablespoon mustard and
an egg yolk. Add the curdled mixture a drop at a time until it looks like
it’s emulsifying, then add more rapidly. If this fails as well, I find it’s best
to start again with an egg yolk and a whisk and do it by hand.

too bland- Season with salt & pepper but also try adding a little more
mustard or vinegar or even some lemon juice.

too thick – be careful but you can thin by adding a little room

temperature water and whizzing to combine – best to do this little by
little as too much water could split the emulsion.

green goo – If you over process the mayo after adding the dill, you’ll

end up with a green mayo. It will still taste divine – just think about
renaming it: ‘green goddess mayo’.

don’t have sherry vinegar? – White wine or champagne vinegar or

even lemon juice will all do the trick.

can’t find dill? - You could just serve plain mayo, or substitute other
fresh herbs such as chives, parsley or mint or even basil.

leftover potential
Will keep in the fridge for at least a week.

This is one of those things that you can vary your
cooking time to match your schedule. I think they
taste best of cooked at lower temps for longer.
The flavour is more intensely tomato without the
more caramelized action of shorter higher temp
cooking.
If you have super fresh tomatoes at your disposal,
you may like to serve them fresh with the ricotta.
If your tomatoes aren’t bursting-with-flavour
heirloom numbers, I highly recommend this treatment
to turn them into little flavour explosions.

roast
tomatoes
makes heaps

1kg (2lb) smallish tomatoes, halved lengthwise
2 teaspoons sea salt flakes
3 teaspoons sugar
1. Preheat your oven to 150C (300F) if you have time or 200C (400F)
if you’re in a rush.
2. Place tomato halves cut side up on a baking tray lined with baking
paper.
3. Combine salt and sugar with a little black pepper and scatter over
the tomatoes.

roast tomatoes

4. Bake for 1 1/2 – 2hrs if using the slow method or 30 – 50 minutes
if fast tracking.
5. Eat straight away or store in the fridge covered with a little olive oil
for up to a couple of weeks.

video
»

roasted tomatoes...
prepare ahead?

Yes! Will keep for a few weeks or longer in the fridge. Place in an
airtight container and cover with good quality olive oil.

variations for fun

Feel free to double or halve this recipe. Just keep the tomatoes in a
single layer on your baking tray. If you need to spread them over two
trays just bake on different shelves in the oven, swapping over half
way.

garlic -pop a head of garlic on the tray to roast with the tomatoes.
Peel the cooked cloves and scatter in with the tomatoes.

thyme - scatter some sprigs of thyme over the tomatoes before

baking.

rosemary - scatter some sprigs of rosemary over the tomatoes
before baking.

chilli - either roast some whole chillies in with the tomatoes, or mix in

some chilli powder or dried chilli flakes with the salt & sugar mixture.
I’d start with 1/2 - 1 teaspoon chilli..

whole - if you have some nice cherry tomatoes on the vine.. just pop
them in the oven whole without the sugar & salt mixture.

problem solving guide

bland - the quality and ripeness of your tomatoes will make a difference

- so use the best you can get your hands on. If the flavour isn’t there,
cooking for a little longer may help, or try some more salt.

too salty - Dilute with some more olive oil. Or balance with a little more
sugar.

too sweet - add a little more salt to balance the flavour.
short on time - leave the tomatoes whole and ‘fast roast’ them by
placing on a tray under a hot grill (broiler) for 10-15 minutes or until a
little softened. Or just serve raw tomatoes drizzled with a good olive oil.

leftover potential

Great! Will keep in the fridge for a few weeks. Use in salads, sandwiches
or anywhere a little tomato flavour burst would work.

Because you’re relying on the basil to be the
flavour dominator in this oil, a medium quality
(and price) olive oil is a better choice than your
most expensive.

basil oil

basil oil
makes 1.5 cups

2 large bunches basil, leaves picked
2 cloves garlic
2 tablespoons lemon juice
1 cup extra virgin olive oil

1. Wash and spin dry basil leaves
2. Whizz leaves in a food processor along with the garlic & lemon juice
until well chopped.
3. Gradually drizzle in oil and season.

video
»

basil oil...
prepare ahead?

Will keep for a few weeks or longer in the fridge..

variations for fun
Feel free to double or halve this recipe

basil & parmesan oil - stir in a few handfuls of finely grated

parmesan cheese,

problem solving guide

bland - some commercial basil can be lacking in flavour. Next time try

a different supplier. For now try upping the salt and a splash more lemon
juice.

too salty - Next time season more gradually. For now, you could dilute
with more oil.

basil & lemon oil - add in the zest of 2 lemons.

short on time - either just serve the bread and olive oil OR .

budget - replace some or all of the basil with flat leaf parsley.

leftover potential

OK. Best when freshly made but still good for 3-4 days in the fridge.
Still edible for a few weeks, but won’t be as fragrant.

quick cranberry sauce

I’ve been perfecting my cranberry sauce / gravy
over the years. This version is so much easier to
make than gravy and you won’t have to worry about
things going lumpy.
For vegetarians use vegetable stock and don’t add
the turkey juices at the end.

quick
cranberry
sauce
serves 16-18

2 cups chicken or vegetable stock
1 jar commercial cranberry sauce (approx 275g/ 10oz)
300g (11oz) sweetened dried cranberries (craisins)
2 - 4 tablespoons Worcestershire sauce or soy sauce
2 tablespoons brown sugar
1. Place all ingredients in a large saucepan.
2. Bring to a boil then reduce the heat. Simmer for 15 - 20 minutes
or until thickened and the cranberries are tender.
3. Add turkey cooking juices, if using and bring back to a simmer.
4. Taste and season with a little more sugar and or sauce and serve
warm or at room temperature.

video
»

quick cranberry sauce ...
prepare ahead?

problem solving guide

Absolutely. Will keep in the fridge for up to 2 weeks.

to absorb the stock and soften, just simmer for longer.

variations
for fun
This recipe can easily be increased or decreased to suit your number

too sweet - Next time skip the brown sugar. For now, add a little salt
or more soy sauce to counter the sweetness.

of guests. The cooking times will be about the same.

serves 8 - 10
1 cup chicken or vegetable stock
1/2 medium jar commercial cranberry sauce
150g (5oz) sweetened dried cranberries (craisins)
1 - 2 tablespoons Worcestershire sauce or soy sauce
1 tablespoon brown sugar
vegetarian / vegan - Use vegetable stock and soy sauce
(Worcestershire contains anchovy) and DON’T add the turkey
cooking juices, or separate out a vegetarian batch of sauce and
add the turkey juices to the remainder .

cranberries not soft - It can take a little while for the dried cranberries

bland - Season with more soy sauce or Worcestershire.
prefer to use fresh cranberries - Unfortunately they’re really difficult
to get in Australia so I haven’t been able to try this. But substitute double
the amount of fresh for the dried cranberries and expect to simmer for
at least an hour. You’ll probably need quite a bit more brown sugar as
well. .

leftover potential

Great! This makes a wonderful spread for turkey sandwiches so don’t
be afraid of making too much. Will keep for a few weeks in the fridge.

pecan crusted sweet potato

amazing glazed ham

*
** *

The Main
Affair

*

glazed ham

The beautiful thing about a good ham is that
they’re almost impossible to overcook. If you
under cook it there’s no food safety risk. Perfect
for people who are a bit nervous about large hunks
of meat.
The other wonderful thing is that ham isn’t fussy
about its serving temperature. So you can glaze it
well ahead of time and serve at room temperature.
Or once it’s done, keep it covered in a really low
oven (100C /200F) for up to 2 hours.

amazing
glazed ham
serves 20+

1 small whole leg of ham on the bone (4kg / 8lb)
(or on large 1/2 leg approx the same weight)
a small handful cloves
1 jar (500g / 1lb) orange marmalade
3-4 sprigs rosemary, leaves picked
extra rosemary for decoration, optional
1. Preheat your oven to 200C (400F).

2. With a sharp knife, carefully cut away the tough skin from the top
side of the ham, leaving as much luscious fat as you can.
3. Score the ham in a diagonal pattern with cuts about 1 inch apart.
Make sure you cut through the fat and just into the flesh.
4. Press one clove into the centre of each diamond.
5. Place in a baking tray, surrounding with the decorational rosemary,
if using. Bake for 20 minutes.
6. Meanwhile, heat the marmalade and
rosemary leaves in a small saucepan unit it
simmers. Remove from the heat. [continued...

video
»

glazed ham .....

variations for fun

The cooking time won’t vary too much for smaller hams as it’s all about
getting the surface glazed. Start checking the smaller ham after 50 minutes.

...continued]
7. After the ham has been in for 20 minutes, pour 1/2 the glaze over
the top, spreading it evenly with a pastry brush, spoon or a little
branch of rosemary.
8. Return to the oven, turning so the front goes to the back for
another 20 minutes.
9. Smear over the remaining glaze using the method in step 7.
10. Bake for another 20 minutes, remembering to turn again
11. After the ham has been in for 1 hour, remove and baste by
scooping the juices from the bottom of the pan and drizzling over
the top.
12. Bake for another 20 minutes, remembering to turn again.

serves 6 -8
1 small 1/2 leg of ham on the bone (approx 3kg / 6lb)
a small handful cloves
1/2 jar (500g / 1lb) orange marmalade
2 sprigs rosemary, leaves picked
extra rosemary for decoration, optional
serves 20+
1 whole leg of ham on the bone (approx 6kg / 12lb)
a small handful cloves
1 jar (500g / 1lb) orange marmalade
3-4 sprigs rosemary, leaves picked
extra rosemary for decoration, optional

problem solving guide

too dry - It could be overcooked, but this is unlikely. Dry ham is more
likely a function of the quality of the ham.

13. After the ham has been in for 1 hour 20 minutes it should be
done. You’re looking for it to be lovely and deeply caramelised on
top. If not, continue to base and check every 10 minutes until well
coloured.

glaze burned - Next time, cook at a lower temperature or keep a more
vigilant eye on the ham while cooking. The good news is that you can
chop off the burnt bits and the actual ham will still be edible.

14. Serve hot or at room temperature.

fan assisted setting, make sure you use it, Or turn the ham at regular
intervals. Also a good idea to cook on a shelf low enough to allow the oven
air to circulate freely over the ham.

prepare ahead?
You could cook the ham up to a few hours in advance and keep
warm in a low oven (100C / 200F). Alternatively, serve the ham at
room temperature.

ham browning unevenly - A sign of an uneven oven. If you do have

leftover potential

Excellent. Great for grilled ham & cheese sandwiches, or fried ham with
eggs. Pretty much use anywhere you’d normally use bacon. And the bone
makes for an excellent ham stock.

roast turkey

To take the stress out of telling when your
turkey is cooked, I highly recommend buying a
meat thermometer. But if you find yourself stuck
without such modern technology you can use the
skewer method - Insert a metal skewer into the
breast as per the thermometer and leave for 5
seconds, remove and test the temperature of the
tip by placing it on your lip or the back of your
wrist. If it’s cold the turkey needs more cooking!
The other method for testing for doneness is to
hack into the turkey and cut down to the breast
bone to see if all the pinkness is gone. Not ideal
from a presentation perspective, but better than
serving half cooked turkey.

roast turkey
serves 12-14

1 x 5kg (10lb) frozen turkey
1 orange, halved
1 bunch thyme
4 - 5 tablespoons butter
1. Preheat your oven to 160C (325F).
2. Remove turkey from freezer and cut off the packaging. Place
turkey breast side up on a rack over a baking tray. Pour a cup of
water into the tray and pop everything in the oven. Go back to bed.
3. After the turkey has been cooking for 1 hour, remove from the
oven. Carefully tuck the wings behind the back of the turkey’s neck
to expose the side of the breast and make the turkey look more
relaxed. After all nobody likes a stressed turkey.
4. Peek inside the turkey and if there are any giblets, remove and
discard (or save for the cranberry sauce).
5. Squeeze the juice from the orange roughly over the turkey and
stuff the halves inside the cavity along with the bunch of thyme.
Season generously with sea salt & pepper.
[continued...

video
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roast turkey .....

...continued]

6. Return the turkey to the oven, remembering to rotate the tray so the side
that was at the front of the oven is now at the back.
7. Bake for another 1 1/2 hours.
8. Remove turkey and rub the breast generously with butter. It should be
starting to brown now. Scoop some of the pan juices up and pour over the
bird to baste. If the juices are starting to dry out in the bottom of the pan,
add another cup of water.
9. Return to the oven, remembering to rotate.
10. When the turkey has been in for 4 hours ( 1 1/2 hours after step 9).
Have an inspection. If the colour looks deep golden, wiggle the legs to see
if they move freely or not. Stiff legs means your turkey needs more time
but if they’re loose it’s time to test with the meat thermometer. Pop the
thermometer into the breast until you feel bone then back it up by about
1/2inch. Allow for the temperature reading to be constant. If it’s 170F (77C)
or above, then your turkey is done.
11. If needed bake the turkey for another 1/2 hour then repeat step 10.
Continue to cook and test until you’re happy.
12. If turkey is cooked, drain off the cooking juices and add to the stuffing
and cranberry sauce. Return turkey to baking tray and wrap tightly with foil.
Rest for 1/2 hour.
TOTAL time 4 - 4 1/2 hours + resting
For carving instructions, highly recommend the CIA 101 turkey carving
video on YouTube.

prefer to cook a fresh turkey?
If you are going to be buying a fresh turkey, freezing it in your home freezer
isn't practical. I'd follow this recipe instead. More work but delicious.

roast turkey .....
prepare ahead?

Be sure and allow extra time so you can rest your turkey for at least
half an hour - so for the 10lb bird, allow AT LEAST 5 hours. Much
better to have the turkey resting in a low oven than having your
guests hanging around waiting for the turkey to be cooked. If it’s
cooked ahead of time. Rest covered with foil for the 1/2 hour then
pop back in a very low oven (100C /200F) for up to 3 hours or until
you’re ready to carve..

variations for fun

I generally work on about 3/4lb (350g) turkey per person. If you’re
keen for leftovers, by all means cook more.
Serves 6 - 8
1 x 3kg (6lb) frozen turkey
1 orange, halved
1 bunch thyme
2-3 tablespoons butter
TOTAL time 2 3/4 - 3 1/2 hours + resting
Step 3 - 1 hour
Step 7 - 1 hour
Step 10 - 2 3/4hours (3/4 hour after step9)
Serves 18- 20
1 x 7kg (14lb) frozen turkey
1 orange, halved
1 bunch thyme
6-7 tablespoons butter
TOTAL time 5 - 5 1/2 hours + resting
Step 3 - 2 hours
Step 7 - 2 hours
Step 10 - 5 hours (1 hour after step9)

problem solving guide
dairy free - Replace the butter with olive oil.

too dry - The eternal turkey problem. Unfortunately it’s a very fine

line between cooked turkey and overdone. Most meat thermometers
recommend cooking to 185F (85C) for poultry which is on the
extreme side. I’ve been caught before by thinking this was the correct
temperature. Next time make sure you stop cooking as soon as the
temperature reaches 170F (77C). There also may be a problem with
your thermometer, if you suspect it’s dodgy, might be time to buy a
new one. For now, just encourage everyone to make the most of the
cranberry sauce or even consider drizzling some good quality extra
virgin olive oil over the meat once it is carved.

too pink - If there are just a few pink bits close to the bone, don’t

stress. Just carve around and leave them behind. This has happened
to me and it’s been fine. If it was the underside of the turkey that didn’t
get cooked properly, consider trying a more shallow roasting tray next
time, or a higher rack to allow more air to circulate. A fan forced oven
can help or make sure you rotate the bird in the oven as per the method.

bland - Season with a little extra salt and pepper. Or serve at the table

leftover potential

Where do we start? Turkey sandwiches with cranberry sauce and
leftover brown rice salad are a must. Or for a gluten-free option, shred
some turkey into leftover salad and serve with cranberry sauce on the
side.
Pretty much anywhere you’d use chicken or pork.

Inspired by Yotam Ottolenghi.
These little treats smell completely amazing and
festive as they bake away in the oven. It’s a good
idea to make some extra of these so any carnivores
can have a little ‘taste’..

pecan crusted
sweet potato
serves 4

sweet potato

1 large sweet potato
100g (3.5oz) pecans
2 large handfuls freshly grated parmesan cheese
small bunch thyme
30omL (1.5 cups) sour cream, to serve
1. Preheat oven to 200C (400F). Scrub sweet potato and slice into 8
rounds, about 1cm (1/3in) thick. Discard the small ends.
2. Place slices in a single layer on a baking tray lined with baking
paper. Drizzle generously with olive oil.
3. Finely chop the pecans leaving a few chunky bits. Combine
pecans with cheese and about 1 tablespoon thyme leaves and 3-4
tablespoons of olive oil to moisten. Season.
4. Divide pecan mixture between the sweet potato rounds, pressing
gently but not to compact it too much. Sprinkle with remaining thyme
sprigs.
5. Bake for 40-50 minutes or until the crust is deeply golden and the
sweet potato is tender. Check after 30 minutes and if it’s browning too
quickly cover with some foil.
6. Serve hot with sour cream passed separately.

video
»

pecan crusted sweet potato...
prepare ahead?

problem solving guide

variations for fun

browning too quickly - If the crust is starting to over brown before

Feel free to bake these a few days in advance and keep in the fridge.
Just reheat in a hot oven for 10-15 minutes before serving.
You can easily double or halve the this recipe. Just make sure you
don’t crowd the sweet potato on the try.

budget - replace all or part of the pecans with coarse soft bread

crumbs and use a cheaper parmesan style cheese such as grana
padano.

vegan / dairy-free - replace the cheese with soft bread crumbs
and be more generous with the olive oil. Serve with a tahini sauce
(equal parts lemon juice, tahini and water) instead of the sour
cream.

pumpkin / winter squash - replace the sweet potato with thin
slices of butternut pumpkin (squash)

different nuts - swap the pecans for almonds, brazil nuts or

walnuts. Or choose a mixture of these.

carnivore - serve draped generously with OR serve as a side to a
glazed ham.

less decadent - serve with a good quality natural yoghurt instead
of the sour cream.

too dry – easy to fix. Just drizzle with a little extra virgin olive oil.
the sweet potato is soft, just cover with some foil and reduce the oven
temp a little.

sweet potato falling apart – If you completely overcook the sweet
potato it will be mushy and difficult to serve. Not the end of the world
though.

leftover potential

Great. Will keep in the fridge for at least a week or more.

whole baked salmon

With something like salmon, it’s a lot less risky
(not to mention less time consuming) than roasting
a turkey. If you under cook it you’re not going to
make everyone sick. And most people are OK with
eating raw salmon due to the spread of sushi. And
if it’s overcooked it doesn’t dry out because of
the naturally high levels of oils. Win-win!

whole baked
salmon
serves 16-18

1 x 4.5kg salmon
2 lemons, sliced
1 large bunch dill, optional

1. Preheat your oven to 200C (400F).
2. Wipe fish dry then score the fish on both sides (best to watch the
video for this).
3. Drizzle with olive oil and season well with sea salt & pepper, rubbing
salt into each cut.
4. Place fish diagonally on your largest baking tray. Let the tail end
overhang more than the head.
5. Holding the tail curving up and over the body of the fish, ease the
fish into the oven tail end first (again video is much better than words).
6. Bake for 45 minutes to an hour or until the fish is cooked when you
look down each score mark to the bone.
7. Serve warm, at room temperature or chilled.

video
»

whole baked salmon .....
prepare ahead?

Salmon like this is lovely served chilled. So you could bake up to 2
days ahead and store in the refrigerator. This will save a last minute
dash to the super-busy fish markets.

variations for fun

It’s all about the size of your fish. For anything smaller than 3kg (6lb)
you may have to use a different type of fish, although leftover salmon
is really easy to use up.

serves 10-12

3kg (6lb) salmon
1 – 2 lemons, sliced
1 small bunch dill
Bake 200C (400F). Start checking for doneness after 30 minutes.

problem solving guide

bland – Add a little more seasoning, but it’s all about the quality of

your fish and there’s not much you can do apart from choose a different
fishmonger next time.

burning smells coming from the oven - Be careful which parts of

the fish are touching the sides of the oven or the top element. You may
need to wrap any offending or charring parts in protective foil.

underside not a pretty – Unfortunately I haven’t figured out a cure

for this. When baking fish, the top always looks the best. Using a baking
rack to raise your fish from the baking tray can help but it won’t solve
the problem completely.

leftover potential

Brilliant! Use anywhere that you’d normally use canned salmon: in
salads, with mashed potato in fish cakes, sandwiches, omelettes – so
many options.

baked ricotta

Normally I don’t bother with water baths for baking
– but in this case it’s worth the extra hassle for
the wonderfully silky, smooth texture.
Make sure you get your ricotta from a deli rather
than those horrible little tubs they sell in
supermarkets. It makes a world of difference.

baked ricotta
serves 8-10

3 eggs
750g (1 1/2lb) full fat ricotta
300g (10oz) parmesan cheese, freshly grated
roasted tomato halves, see recipe HERE, to serve
basil oil, see recipe HERE, to serve
1. Preheat oven to 180C (350F). Line a loaf tin with baking paper and
rub the base and sides with olive oil.
2. Place ricotta in a large bowl and add eggs one at a time, mixing until
well combined.
3. Mix in parmesan and spoon the cheese mixture into the prepared
loaf tin.
4. Place loaf tin in a larger baking tray and pour water into the larger
tray so that it comes about half way up the sides of the loaf tin.
5. Bake for 45mins – 1hr or until the ricotta is firm and golden brown.
Remove from the water bath and allow to cool to room temp in the tin.
6. Run a knife around the edge of the tin to loosen and then invert onto
a serving platter. Drizzle with basil oil and top with tomatoes.

video
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baked ricotta...
prepare ahead?

All three components can easily be made a few days in advance
and stored in the fridge. I think it’s best to serve at room temperature
rather than chilled, especially the ricotta. So remove from the fridge
at least an hour before serving.

variations for fun

You can easily double or halve the tomatoes or the oil. If you need
more of the ricotta, I’d be inclined to bake 2 separate loaves.
If you wanted to decrease the ricotta, use a smaller loaf pan or
consider baking in individual ramekins – the baking time will probably
be about half of a large loaf.

carnivores – If you need to serve someone who won’t be happy
unless there’s some meat, a side platter of prosciutto or jamon
would work really well with the cheese.

egg free – I haven’t tried this but if you ditched the eggs and

replaced with an extra 150g (or 4oz) of ricotta I think it will still be
lovely, although you may need to be more careful as the loaf may
crumble more easily.

problem solving guide

too dry – If the egg overcooks, the texture will be grainy and dry. Low

fat ricotta may also cause a dry texture. Next time make sure you use
full fat ricotta and cook until only just golden and the loaf feels firm to the
touch. For now, be thankful for basil oil and tomatoes.

too oily - The basil oil can be a bit too much for some people. Consider

serving on the side if you’re worried about it.

loaf falls apart – Sounds like it was under cooked. If you have time,

get it back in the tin and cook for longer. If not, consider serving on
individual plates as scrambled ricotta. Ricotta in tubs, rather than from
the deli, tends to be wetter and softer and more likely to fall apart.

leftover potential

Great. Will keep in the fridge for at least a week or more.

I’ve given two cooking time/temperature options.
If you’re cooking a turkey, the mushrooms can be
cooked on the floor or bottom shelf of the oven
for 1 1/2 hours OR for speedier mushies, bake at
400F (200C) covered for 1/2 hour or until mushies
are soft, then uncover and bake for another 10-15
minutes or until stuffing is golden and crisp on
top.

stuffed mushrooms

stuffed
mushrooms
serves 8

8 portabello mushrooms
1 quantity classic dressing with macadamia & sage
using the quantities for 6-8 servings.
1. Preheat oven to 200C (400F). [Or 160C/325F if cooking with the
turkey]
2. Make dressing as per the instructions in the link above to the end
of step 5.
3. Generously drizzle olive oil to cover the base of an oven proof
dish, large enough to hold the mushies snugly in a single layer.
4. Wipe mushrooms clean with paper towel and trim to remove
stalks. Place in the dish stalk side up.
5. Fill cavity generously with stuffing and place any remaining in a
separate ovenproof dish. Drizzle with more olive oil and season.
[continued...

video
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stuffed mushrooms...
....continued]
6. Cover tightly with foil and bake for 1/2 hour or until mushies are
soft, then uncover and bake for another 10-15 minutes or until
stuffing is golden and crisp on top. [Or bake on the floor or bottom
shelf of the oven for 1 1/2 hours or until mushrooms are soft,
checking every half hour or so. This can be done in advance then
while the turkey is resting, bake uncovered for 10-15 minutes or
until stuffing is golden and crisp on top]

prepare ahead?

You can prepare the dressing and stuff the mushrooms in advance.
If preparing the day before, best to refrigerate overnight but if
preparing on the day, it’s fine to leave it sitting at room temperature
for up to 4 hours. They could also be baked, covered until soft
ahead of time. Just allow a little longer in the uncovered cooking
time for them to heat through and the stuffing to brown.

variations for fun

This recipe can easily be increased or decreased to suit your number
of guests. As I mentioned above, aim for one mushroom per person,
unless your mushrooms are very small or you’re feeding some
particularly hungry vegetarians. The cooking times will be about the
same as long as the mushrooms are in a single layer in their dish.

nut allergies - Vacuum packed chestnuts would be a lovely

substitute OR just skip all together Or replace with a soft goats
cheese.

gluten free - Use a gluten-free bread in place of the sourdough

OR replace bread with a similar quantity of cooked gluten-free grains
such as quinoa or brown rice. Be prepared to increase or decrease
the water/stock and be more generous with the olive oil.

problem solving guide

dressing too dry - Different breads may need more or less moisture.
If it feels too dry before you stuff the mushrooms, add a little more water
or some stock.

bland - Season with more salt and pepper.
prefer to use fresh cranberries? - Unfortunately they’re really

difficult to get in Australia so I haven’t been able to try this. But substitute
the same amount of fresh for the dried cranberries. You may not need
as much water to moisten.

can’t find portabello mushrooms? - Any large, meaty mushroom
would work such as good old field mushrooms.

leftover potential

Excellent. Reheat in the oven and serve as a meal on its own with a side
of green salad OR chop mushrooms and use instead of chickpeas in
this baked frittata. Or slice and pan fry and toss through hot pasta with
some goats cheese or ricotta.

minted pea salad

*
** *

Super
Side Dishes

*

macadamia & sage dressing

I used to always stuff my turkey, but over the
years I’ve come to realise that it’s so much
quicker and easier just to make up a batch of
stuffing and bake it on the side while the turkey
is resting. It’s also a hell of a lot safer from
a bacterial perspective.
If you can’t find macadamias, pretty much most nuts
would be lovely. Especially pecans or almonds.

macadamia &
sage dressing
serves 20+

3 large brown onions, peeled & chopped
1 bunch sage, chopped roughly
1 loaf stale bread, approx 600g (22oz), crumbed
200g (7oz) macadamias, roasted & halved
125g (4 1/2oz) sweetened dried cranberries (craisins)
1. Preheat oven to 200C (400F).
2. Heat some olive oil in a large saucepan and cook onion, covered,
stirring every 5 minutes or so until soft and translucent but not
brown.
3. Add sage and cook for another minute or so.
4. Add bread crumbs, macadamias, dried cranberries and 1/2 cup
water. Stir well and season generously.
5. Grease a large oven-proof dish approx 14x8 in (35x20cm) with
olive oil. Spoon the dressing in and level off the top.
6. Bake for 30-40 minutes or until golden and
crispy on top.

video
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macadamia & sage dressing...
prepare ahead?

You can cook the onions and do everything up to step 6 in
advance. If preparing the day before, refrigerate the dressing but if
preparing on the day, it’s fine to leave it sitting at room temperature
for up to 4 hours.

nut allergies - Replace nuts with a similar quantity of bacon that has
been cut into matchsticks and fried in a pan until crisp or cooked under
the grill (broiler).

gluten free - Use a gluten-free bread in place of the sourdough OR

I like to have it all ready to go then pop in the oven while the turkey
is resting.

replace bread with a similar quantity of cooked gluten-free grains such
as quinoa or brown rice. Be prepared to increase or decrease the water/
stock and be more generous with the olive oil.

If you’re roasting mushrooms, they can go on one shelf and the
dressing can go on another.

problem solving guide

variations for fun

This recipe can easily be increased or decreased to suit your number
of guests. The cooking times will vary depending on how deep your
dish is filled.

serves 6-8

2 medium brown onions, peeled & chopped
1/2 bunch sage, chopped roughly
1/2 loaf rustic stale bread, approx 300g (11oz), coarsely crumbed
100g (3 1/2oz) macadamias, roasted & halved
75g (3oz) sweetened dried cranberries (craisins)
bake approximately 25 - 30 minutes

dressing too dry - Different breads may need more or less moisture.
If it feels too dry before you pop it in the baking dish, add a little more
water or some stock.

bland - Season with more salt and pepper.
prefer to use fresh cranberries? - Unfortunately they’re really
difficult to get in Australia so I haven’t been able to try this. But substitute
the same amount of fresh for the dried cranberries. You may not need
as much water to moisten.

leftover potential

Excellent. Reheat in the oven and serve as a meal on its own with a side
of green salad OR use as sandwich filling along with cranberry sauce
and a little leftover turkey.

Potato gratin, gratin dauphinoise, potato bake.
Whatever you prefer to call this dish, it’s bound
to be sure-fired crowd pleaser. And given it’s
flexibility from a prepare ahead standpoint, it’s
also a winner for the cook.
Most spuds work well in this dish. My favourite
are desiree. I don’t bother to peel them. For the
cheese, I’ve used a Swiss gruyere with melts and
browns well and has intense cheesy flavour, but
cheddar would be great or jack or even parmesan.

potato gratin
serves 12-14

1.2L (5 cups) heavy whipping cream
(35% milk fat)
2 cloves garlic, finely sliced
3kg (6lb) potatoes, scrubbed & finely sliced
250g (1/2 lb) gruyere or other melting cheese, grated
1. Preheat oven to 200C (400F).
2. Heat cream, garlic and 2 cups water in a large saucepan until
simmering. Season well.
3. Grease a very large baking or oven proof dish with olive oil. Layer
potatoes evenly.
4. Pour hot cream mixture over the spuds then scatter with cheese.

potato gratin

5. Cover tightly with foil and bake covered for 1/2 hour.

video
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6. Remove the foil and bake for another 1/2 hour or until the
potatoes are tender and the cheese is golden brown.

potato gratin...
prepare ahead?

You could cook the whole dish and the refrigerate for a few days. It
will need about 1/2 hour in the oven to warm back up. Alternatively
you could cook covered for 1/2 hour, remove from the oven for
a while then finish the remaining 1/2 hour when you’re ready.
container.

variations for fun

The cooking time may vary by +/- 20 minutes for the different serving
sizes, but it’s mostly about how deep the potatoes are layered in the
pan.

serves 6 -8 as a side

problem solving guide

potatoes too crunchy - They just need longer in the oven. If the

cheese is golden and starting to over brown, cover with foil or baking
paper.

too watery - Not enough of the moisture has been able to evaporate.
Next time bake uncovered for longer, but for now, just use a spoon to
get rid of the excess liquid before serving.
too dry - Bake for longer with the cover on next time. For now, if the

potatoes aren’t cooked yet, add a little boiling water. If the spuds are
cooked, either warm up some more cream and pour over or let some
butter melt into the hot potatoes.

600mL (2 1/2 cups) heavy whipping cream (35% milk fat)
1 clove garlic, finely sliced
1.5kg (3lb) potatoes, scrubbed & finely sliced
125g (1/4 lb) gruyere or other melting cheese, grated

too creamy - If you prefer a more waistline friendly option, don’t be

serves 20 as a side

leftover potential

1.8L (2 quart / 7 1/2 cups) heavy whipping cream (35% milk fat)
3 cloves garlic, finely sliced
4.5kg (9lb) potatoes, scrubbed & finely sliced
375g (3/4 lb) guryere or other melting cheese, grated
this large serving may be best baked in 2 separate dishes

dairy free - Replace the cream with light chicken or vegetable
stock..

tempted to replace the cream with milk as milk with curdle. Just reduce
the amount of cream to suit your preference and replace with water.

Excellent. Reheats well in the oven or pan fry chunks for rustic potato
cakes.

green bean salad

This salad makes a wonderful side dish to serve
with roast chicken or fish. But you could also
make a meal of it by adding some crusty bread, a
poached egg, or even both.
The dill gives this salad an unexpected freshness,
but feel free to use parsley instead.

green bean
salad
serves 10-12

1kg (2lb) green beans, stalk end trimmed
5 tablespoons white wine or sherry vinegar
5 tablespoons dijon mustard
2 bunches dill
2 small handfuls almonds, chopped
1. Bring a small saucepan of salted water to the boil.
2. Simmer beans for 5 minutes or until no longer crunchy.
3. Meanwhile combine vinegar and mustard with 1 cup extra virgin
olive oil. Season.
4, Drain beans. Toss in the dressing while they are warm.
5. Add dill and almonds.

video
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green bean salad...
prepare ahead?

Cook beans then drain and refresh under cold running water. Pat
dry with paper towel then toss in the dressing. Refrigerate for up to
a week. To serve, toss through dill and sprinkle over the almonds.

variations for fun

Cooking time will pretty much be the same for different serves.

serves 6 as a side

600g (1 1/3lb) green beans, stalk end trimmed
3 tablespoons white wine or sherry vinegar (+9 tablespoons oil)
3 tablespoons dijon mustard
1 large bunch dill
large handful almonds, chopped

serves 20 as a side

2kg (4lb) green beans, stalk end trimmed
1/2 cup white wine or sherry vinegar (+ 1 1/2cups oil)
1/2 cup dijon mustard
4 bunches dill
4 small handfuls almonds, chopped

nut free - Skip the almonds or replace with 1/4 small red onion, very
finely diced for crunch and colour and tossed in the dressing before
the

problem solving guide

too crunchy - It’s really easy to undercook beans, so make sure

they’re tender before you drain. If you’ve already dressed the beans
there’s not much you can do unless you’re prepared to pop them back
in a saucepan of boiling water and make a fresh batch of dressing.

beans turning brown - Either your beans weren’t at their freshest

or they’ve been overcooked. The pH (acidity or alkalinity) of your water
can dull the green colour of beans. A good way to test is to boil some
beans in filtered water or bottled water and if they keep their colour,
you know it’s a water problem. Steaming rather than boiling can help
preserve colour.

too creamy - I’ve made this quite a generously dressed salad. If you
prefer your salad a bit more modest, you could halve the dressing OR if
you’ve already dressed it, use paper towel to blot away excess dressing
and transfer to a clean bowl, leaving as much dressing behind as you
like.
can’t find dill? - Dill can be a bit hit-and-miss to find in my market.
Replace it with another fresh leafy herb such as parsley, chives, basil or
even tarragon.
short on time - finely sliced the beans and serve raw.

leftover potential

I prefer this salad while the beans are sill warm, but it’s fine to keep in
the fridge and serve cold. Something unexpected.

The secret to good potato salad is of course,
good potatoes! But it’s also a bonus if you toss
the warm cooked potatoes in the dressing so they
soak up as much of the punchy flavours as possible.
Leave the skins on for extra flavour.

potato salad

I used kipfler potatoes in the picture and video
but any small, waxy potato will work well such as
pink fir apple, or fingerling potatoes or even chats
or new potatoes.

potato salad
serves 6-8

1kg (2lb) small waxy potatoes, scrubbed
3 tablespoons sherry vinegar
1 tablespoon wholegrain mustard
1/2 bunch flat leaf parsley, roughly chopped
1/2 red onion, very finely sliced into 1/2 moon shapes
1. Place potatoes in a saucepan and cover with cold water. Salt &
bring to the boil.
2. Simmer uncovered until potatoes are tender when tested with a
knife, anywhere from 30-50minutes depending on the size of your
spuds.
3. Drain spuds and while still warm, carefully slice into rounds about
1cm (1/3in) thick.
4. Meanwhile combine vinegar with mustard & 5 tablespoons extra
virgin olive oil in a large bowl. Season.
5. Toss hot spuds in the dressing then toss through
the parsley & onion.

video
»

potato salad...
prepare ahead?

problem solving guide

This can easily be made a few days in advance and stored in the
fridge. I think it’s best to serve at room temperature rather than
chilled, but it’s up to you.

oil and toss until you’re happy.

variations for fun

You can easily double or halve this recipe. The cooking time
depends more on the size of the potatoes than on the quantity.

carnivore - Some chopped bacon fried until crisp makes a lovely
addition.

too dry – Not enough dressing. Just drizzle in a little more vinegar and
too oily - Opposite problem – too much dressing. Transfer the potatoes

to a new clean bowl leaving behind as much of the dressing as you can.
A little more parsley may help freshen things up.

potatoes falling apart – Either they’ve been cooked for too long OR
you’ve used flour potatoes which don’t like to hold together as much as
waxy ones. Not much you can do now, although you could rename it
‘crushed’ potato salad. Next time try different spuds of cook them less.
don’t have sherry vinegar? – White wine or champagne vinegar or
even lemon juice will all do the trick.

leftover potential

Will keep in the fridge for at least a week or more.
Great as a side to most fish and meats. To turn it into a main course,
toss through some canned tuna or a few sliced hard boiled eggs.

The most frequent thing I cook is a simple green
salad. It goes with pretty much anything and is a
quick solution if you’re like me and feel that a
meal isn’t complete without greens in some form.

mixed green salad

mixed green
salad
serves 10-12 as a side

3-4 tablespoons sherry vinegar
1-2 tablespoons soy sauce
3 bags washed salad leaves (150g / 5oz each)

1. Combine vinegar, soy and 9-10 tablespoons extra virgin olive oil in
a medium bowl.
2. Taste and season, remembering the dressing is going to be spread
over the leaves.
3. Toss leaves gently in the dressing using clean hands. Serve asap.
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mixed green salad .....
prepare ahead?

You could mix up the dressing a few hours ahead but best to toss
the leaves in at the last minute, otherwise you run the risk of wilting
leaves.

variations for fun

different vinegar - rice wine vinegar is my second choice after

sherry vinegar. But I’ve also made this salad with balsamic. White
wine vinegar will also work.

problem solving guide

dressing not sticking to the leaves – Usually this is a sign the
leaves weren’t completely dry after they were washed. Next time spin
dry in a salad spinner or pat really well with paper towel.

too oily – You’ve got too much dressing. Toss in some more leaves if
you have them or transfer to a clean bowl and toss again so some of the
excess dressing comes off onto the sides of the bowl.
too dry - Not enough dressing for the amount of leaves. Mix up a

crunchy salad - finely slice a handful or two of snow peas and

little more dressing and add to the leaves a little at a time. Keep the
remainder of the dressing in the fridge.

larger or smaller - this recipe is easily expanded or decreased.
Just adjust your salad bowl size accordingly.. or make up the dressing
then toss in a few different bowls to serve.

leftover potential

toss in with the leaves.

budget - use old fashioned whole lettuces instead of the convenient
mixed leaves and wash and dry them yourself.

Not the greatest. Will go a little soggy in the fridge, although I do know
people who like their salad after it has been ‘marinated’ for a while. Go
figure.

mashed potato

If you like mash, I highly recommend investing
in a potato ricer. Something like a giant garlic
press, this is one single-use piece of kitchen
equipment that my minimalist kitchen wouldn’t do
without. The real bonus, apart from perfect fluffy
mash every time is that you don’t need to peel the
spuds. Just pop them in the press and mash comes
out while the skins stay in.
If you don’t have a potato ricer, just peel the
potatoes before cooking and mash with a hand held
masher and lots of muscles.

mashed
potato
serves 8-10

8 - 10 medium sized potatoes, scrubbed
1 cup milk
3-4oz (80-110g) butter
1. Cover spuds with cold water in a large saucepan. Add some salt,
cover with a lid and bring to the boil.
2. Simmer for 40 - 60 minutes or until the potatoes are very tender
when tested with a knife.
3. Drain well.
4. Heat the milk in the saucepan until just simmering. Remove from
the heat.
5. Pass each potato through the potato ricer letting the riced potato
fall into the hot milk.
6. Add butter and whisk until the mash is smooth
and fluffy. Taste & season.
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mashed potato...
prepare ahead?

Reheated mash tends to go gluey and ick. The best prepare ahead
strategy is to cook the potatoes until tender and drain. Return the
spuds to the saucepan and keep covered in a warm place until
you’re almost ready to serve, a few hours is fine. Then remove
potatoes from the saucepan and heat the milk as per step 4 and
continue on. You may like to stir over a low heat for a few extra
minutes if the milk hasn’t heated things up sufficiently.

problem solving guide

too dry - Heat up some more milk and butter and stir through.
too watery - sounds like too much milk or the potatoes weren’t

drained properly. Next time cut back on the milk and add a little at a
time. For now you can manage expectations and rebrand the potatoes
as potato ‘sauce’.

If you want the potatoes to cook quicker, you can cut into quarters
or smaller and they’ll only take about 1/2 hour.

bland - Not all potatoes are created equally in the flavour department.
A little extra salt and butter can help boost the flavour for now but next
time try a different variety of spud.

variations for fun

lumpy - Next time cook potatoes for a little longer and mash more

serves 18- 20 as a side

gluey - When potato gets overworked the starch tends to go ‘gluey’ -

I generally allow 1 medium potato per person. But if I were cooking
for a bunch of Irish people, I’d be inclined to increase this to 2(!)
18 - 20 medium sized potatoes, scrubbed
2 cups milk
8oz (200g) butter

dairy free / vegan - Replace the milk with unsweetened soy, oat or

rice milk and use a little olive oil for richness in place of the butter, but
be careful that the oil doesn’t overpower the flavour of the potatoes.

aggressively. If it’s really a problem you can pass through a sieve, but
this can be very time consuming.

not the greatest texture. This can increase with time as well. Not much
we can do now, but next time, ease up on the muscle power. Pureeing
in the food processor or with a stick blender will cause glueyness as
well.

leftover potential

OK. Repurpose leftover mash into a shepherds pie (or make a gardeners
pie with vegetables like eggplant and tomato).

brown rice salad

This salad is a permanent staple in my house.
It’s wonderfully versatile. This is my most simple
version, and if the truth be told, it’s also my
favourite. The wonderful freshness of the herbs,
makes it the perfect side to balance the heavy
meat and potatoes fest.
If I’m in a hurry I use pre-cooked rice from the
supermarket. But it’s also great to have a stash
of cooked brown rice in the freezer that you can
quickly defrost.

brown rice
salad
serves 8-10 as a side

4 tablespoons lemon juice
2 cups cooked brown rice, chilled
1/2 small red onion, finely chopped
1 large bunch flat leaf parsley, leaves chopped
1 large bunch mint, leaves picked & torn
1. Combine lemon juice with 1/2 cup extra virgin olive oil. Season.
2. Add rice, onion, parsley and mint. Toss to combine.
3. Taste and season.
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brown rice salad...
prepare ahead?

This salad will keep in the fridge for a few days, although it’s at
it’s freshest and greenest on the first day. So feel free to make in
advance and refrigerate until you’re ready to serve.

variations for fun
serves 18- 20 as a side

1/2 cup lemon juice (1 cup oil)
4 cups cooked brown rice, chilled
1 small red onion, finely chopped
3 bunches flat leaf parsley, leaves chopped
2 bunches mint, leaves picked

couscous salad - replace the brown rice with couscous cooked

according to the packet directions.

quinoa salad - boil quinoa in water for 15 minutes or until tender.

Drain and cool and use instead of the rice.

problem solving guide

too dry - Drizzle with a little extra virgin olive oil and a little more lemon
juice. You might have too much rice in there.

too oily - An excess dressing problem or not enough rice. Toss through
a little more bread to soak up the oil and then get rid of it.

short on time - use precooked rice from the supermarket .

leftover potential

Excellent. Will keep in the fridge for a few days.
Toss in some shredded leftover turkey and serve as a leftover lunch with
a big dollop of cranberry sauce. Or use as a filling for a wrap.

quinoa & broccolini salad

I don’t find a massive difference in the flavour of
the different colours of quinoa. So if you can
only find white or red quinoa, go ahead and use
what you have.
If you prefer your grains to be softer and more
tender, just cook a few minutes longer.

quinoa &
broccolini
salad
serves 8-10

1 cup black quinoa (200g / 7oz)
2 bunches broccolini, chopped
2 tablespoons balsamic vinegar
1 large bunch chives, finely chopped
1 cup whole almonds, toasted

1. Bring a medium saucepan of salted water to the boil.
2. Cook quinoa for 8 minutes. Add broccolini and continue cooking
for another 4 minutes.
3. Meanwhile mix balsamic vinegar with 3 tablespoons extra virgin
olive oil. Season.
4. Drain broccolini and quinoa and toss in the dressing.
5. Add chives and almonds and serve hot, warm or chilled.
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quinoa & broccolini salad...
prepare ahead?

Absolutely. Will keep in the fridge for up to a week.

variations for fun

This recipe can easily be increased or decreased to suit your number
of guests. The cooking times will not vary, you’ll just need a bigger (or
smaller) saucepan.

serves 18-20 as a side:

2 cups black quinoa (400g / 14oz)
4 bunches broccolini, chopped
4 tablespoons balsamic vinegar (+3/4 cup olive oil)
2 large bunches chives, finely chopped
2 cups whole almonds, toasted

carnivore - Serve as a side dish to a steak or roast leg of lamb.

Or replace the almonds with a few rashers of bacon that have been
chopped into batons and pan fried until crisp.

nut-free - Replace the almonds with some torn buffalo mozzarella,

slices of goats cheese, a few chunks of ricotta or some generous
shavings of parmesan.

problem solving guide

quinoa too crunchy - I’ll admit it is a challenge to get the quinoa

cooked in 10 minutes. If you prefer your grains more tender, allow 12
minutes or so for the quinoa to cook.

salad too dry - Drizzle with a little more extra virgin olive oil.
broccolini too crunchy - Simmer for a little longer next time, or cut
into smaller pieces so it cooks more quickly.
can’t find quinoa? - Then boil the broccolini for 4-5 minutes, drain
and return to the saucepan with about 2 cups of cooked grains such
as brown rice or barley and stir over a low heat until the grains are
warm then toss in the dressing and follow the recipe as above. To use
couscous, place 1 cup in a heat proof bowl and pour over 1 cup boiling
water. Season and stir through 2 tablespoons extra virgin olive oil. Cover
and stand while the broccolini cooks. Fluff with a fork and stir until the
dressing with the drained broccolini.

leftover potential

Excellent. Wonderful both warm and straight from the fridge. Excellent
school / work lunch.

Raw kale is a revelation. But it can be a little
tough. The solution is to shred or finely slice
it into tiny ribbons. If you can’t find kale, any
greens will be good here. Spinach, chard (silver
beet) or cavalo nero are all good.

shredded kale
salad
serves 8-10

4 tablespoons sherry vinegar
2 tablespoons soy sauce
2 bunches kale or other greens
2 can butter beans (400g/14oz each), drained
small fried onions or shallots, optional
1. Combine vinegar, soy sauce and 6 tablespoons virgin olive oil in a
large bowl. Season with salt & pepper.
2. Slice greens as finely as possible across the stem (removing the
stem if it looks too thick).
3. Toss greens and beans in the dressing. Taste and season more if
needed.

shredded kale salad

4. Arrange salad on a platter and serve with onion scattered over, if
using.
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shredded kale salad...
prepare ahead?

problem solving guide

variations for fun

difficult to eat – make sure you take the time to chop your greens

The recipe easily halves or doubles. The trick is finding an appropriately
sized salad bowl for tossing.

really finely – the coarser you chop the more work your teeth will have to
do. If your greens have coarse stems it’s probably best to remove these
and discard and just use the leaves.

carnivore – kale and bacon are wonderful friends. Feel free

bitter – some leaves are more bitter than others. Adding a little honey

Will keep in the fridge for a few days. The onion or shallot will lose its
crispness but it will still be lovely.

to crumble some crispy bacon over the top in place of the fried
onions.

bland - make sure you’re generous with the salt and pepper.

or sugar to the dressing can help balance this out.

too dry – sounds like you got lucky with a particularly large bunch of

vegetarian – replace the fried onions with a little shaved

greens. Add a little more oil and vinegar.

different beans – if cannellini beans aren’t your thing, try other

too salty – canned beans and salmon can be quite salty so be careful
you don’t over do it.

parmesan or crumbled goats cheese..

canned beans such as butter beans, red kidney or black eye beans.

greens – see the recipe head note for different green suggestions.
can't find sherry vinegar – replace with red or white wine

vinegar.

can’t find fried shallots? - they tend to be an Asian grocery store

item. If you can’t get any the salad will be fine without OR you could add
a few sliced almonds or pine nuts.

gritty - next time wash the greens more carefully.

leftover potential

Wonderful. The coarse greens may even taste better after a night or
two in the fridge.

minted pea salad

It’s hard to beat frozen peas as a convenient,
delicious and not to mention, inexpensive vegetable.
I just love how they sit waiting patiently in the
freezer until there’s a need for some greens in a
hurry.

minted pea
salad
serves 8-10

5o0g (1 lb) frozen peas
2 tablespoons lemon juice
1/2 bunch mint, leaves picked
2 large handfuls grated parmesan cheese
handful roasted almonds, chopped, optional

1. Place peas in a strainer and run hot water from the tap over them
for a minute or so, to just defrost them.
2. Pat peas dry with paper towel.
3. Combine lemon juice and 4 tablespoons extra virgin olive oil in a
large bowl. Season.
4. Toss peas in the dressing with the mint, parmesan & almonds, if
using.
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minted pea salad...
prepare ahead?

The peas will sit happily in the dressing for a few hours. But best to
add the mint at the last minute so it doesn’t wilt. If you’re making it
for a lunch box just pack the salad and sprinkle the mint leaves on
top and they’ll be fine.

variations for fun

The recipe easily halves or doubles. The trick is finding an appropriately
sized salad bowl for tossing.

carnivore – replace the almonds with finely sliced salami.
dairy-free / vegan – replace the parmesan with a tablespoon of
mustard in the dressing and double the mint.

more substantial – toss in a drained can of lentils and increase
the salad dressing.

parsley – replace the mint with 1/2 bunch chopped flat leaf parsley
or add it in along with the mint.
warm salad – heat the peas up in a small saucepan on a high
heat for a few minutes then proceed as per the recipe.

problem solving guide

bland - make sure you’re generous with the salt and pepper.
watery - It’s important to dry the peas after rinsing them. Make sure

they’re dry before tossing in the dressing.

peas crunchy - sounds like they’re still a little frozen. Let them sit for
a few minutes to warm up. And next time warm them for longer under
the hot tap.

leftover potential
Will keep for a week or so in the fridge.

This salad was a bit of an accidental discovery.
I had some snow peas (mange tout) in the fridge
that needed using up so I just finely sliced them
and popped them in a green salad. I just love the
crunch and freshness the snow peas add.

green goddess salad

green goddess
salad
serves 6-8

4 tablespoons rice wine or sherry vinegar
4 handfuls snow peas (mange tout)
2 avocados
1 bunch flat leaf parsley
small handful shelled pistachios

1. Combine vinegar with 6 tablespoons extra virgin olive oil in a large
bowl. Season.
2. Trim and string snow peas. Then finely slice them into julienne strips
(think long and skinny).
3. Toss snow peas in the dressing.
4. Halve avocado and scoop flesh into the salad.
5. Roughly chop parsley toss in.
6. Scatter over pistachios.
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green goddess salad...
prepare ahead?

This is one of the few salads that is OK after a night in the fridge.
Although the avocado may start to brown. Leave the pistachios until
the last minute so they keep their crunch.

variations for fun
You can easily double or halve the recipe.

carnivore – skip the avocado and serve as a side dish to roast

chicken. Or shred some cooked chicken breast and toss into the
salad with or without avocado.

nut-free – replace the pistachios with a few tablespoons of finely
diced raw red onion.

can’t find rice wine or sherry vinegar? – No problem. Lemon

juice would be just as good, if not better. Add in the lemon zest as
well, if you like.

different peas – replace the snow peas with sugar snap peas or

raw shelled fresh peas or a mixture of all of the above. If you have
some pea shoots, you could use them instead of as well as the
parsley.

problem solving guide

too bland? Give the sauce a little more seasoning. And a splash more

vinegar or lemon juice.

too oily / too much dressing – Just transfer the salad to a clean
bowl, leaving behind as much of the dressing as possible, then toss in
the new bowl to rub some of the dressing off onto the sides. If things are
really bad a bit of judicious paper towel blotting will help.

short on time - skip the snow pea chopping.
dressing too sharp – sharpness will vary with your vinegar, so don’t
be afraid to balance it out with a little more olive oil.

leftover potential

Great. Will keep in the fridge for at least a week or more.

no bake pecan pie

*
** *

Deadly
Desserts

*

chocolate pecan pie

The reason for the inverted commas with the ‘pie’
is that there isn’t a pie crust with this dessert.
If you like, you could bake the filling in a pie
crust, but trust me you won’t miss it if you don’t.
This is super rich. Best if allowed to cool in
the fridge overnight but a few hours will do.
If your tart tin doesn’t have a removable base,
use a spring form pan or line a regular pan with
foil allowing enough to drape over the sides as a
‘handle’.

chocolate
pecan pie
serves 10-12

350g (12oz) dark chocolate, 70% cocoa solids
600mL (2 1/2 cups) heavy cream (35% milk fat)
6 egg yolks
200g (7oz) sugar
pecans to cover the top, approx 200g (7oz)
1. Preheat oven to 150C (300F).
2. Generously grease am 11in (28cm) tart tin with a removable base.
Place on a baking tray.
3. Chop chocolate into small chunks no larger than a raisin and place
in a heat proof bowl. Bring 1/2 the cream to a simmer.
4. Pour cream over chocolate and allow to stand.
5. Meanwhile, combine egg yolks with sugar and whisk well.
6. Stir the chocolate & cream mixture gently until just combined then
stir through the remaining cold cream, followed by the egg & sugar
mixture. [continued...
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chocolate pecan pie .....
...continued]

7. Pour chocolate mixture into the prepared tin and level with a
spoon. Arrange pecans decoratively on top.
8. Bake for 40 - 45 minutes or until risen and puffy but still wobbly
in the middle.
9. Cool to room temperature then chill in the fridge before serving.

prepare ahead?
Best if baked ahead and stored in the fridge.

variations for fun
serves 6 - 7

Bake in an 8in (20cm) tin. For 35-40 minutes
175g (6oz) dark chocolate, I used Lindt 70% cocoa solids
300mL (1 1/4 cups) heavy whipping cream (35% milk fat)
3 egg yolks
100g (3 1/2oz) sugar
pecans to cover the top, approx 100g (3 1/2oz)
For more than 12 people, just make 2 tarts.

dairy-free - Replace cream with coconut cream - this will impact
the flavour but will still be lovely.

nut-free - Skip the pecans all together and serve a plain chocolate
pie.

problem solving guide

chocolate grainy - Chocolate is really sensitive to high temperatures,

which is why you need to be careful. Immediately stirring in the cold
cream should help the situation. If it doesn’t try whisking in the egg
mixture quickly.

chocolate not melting - if there are only a few small chunks, it’s not

going to matter in the ‘pie’. Next time chop the chocolate into smaller
pieces or use the food processor. But for now, heat a little more cream
to a simmer and add to the chocolate mixture.

difficult to serve - this dessert is meant to be squidgy and intense

which means it can be tough to serve. Try to wedge your knife under
each slice to help lift it off. To be honest, no one is going to mind if their
piece has uneven edges.

too rich - Serve tiny pieces! Next time try using chocolate with a lower
amount of cocoa solids. You could also replace the 6 egg yolks with 3
whole eggs to lighten it a little.
too bitter - This is a very intense grown-up type of pie. If you’d prefer
something creamier and milder, consider using milk chocolate instead.

leftover potential

Freeze the egg whites to make a pavlova or meringues. Should keep
in the fridge for a week or so but have yet to actually see that happen.

This was my Mum’s recipe so it’s probably the most
tried and tested recipe you’ll learn at the Virtual
Cookery School. Feel free to play around with
different berries or even a mixture of berries.
Mango and passion fruit are lovely or for a more
wintery version try poached pears and a drizzle of
melted dark chocolate.

mum’s pavlova

mum’s
pavlova
serves 6

2 egg whites
330g (12oz) caster sugar
1 teaspoon lemon juice or white vinegar
1 teaspoon corn flour
1 cup whipping cream , to serve
300g (11oz) frozen raspberries, thawed
1. Preheat oven to 150C (300F). Line a baking tray with baking paper.
2. If using a stand mixer, place all ingredients in the bowl and whisk for
10 minutes on high speed or until thick and glossy.
3. If using a whisk, place egg whites in a clean, dry bowl and whisk
until you have soft peaks. Add lemon juice and corn flour and whisk
until combined. Gently ‘rain’ in the sugar a little at a time along with the
water until all incorporated.
4. Spread in a rectangle or circle on the baking paper smoothing out
until about 2.5 or 1in high.
5. Reduce the heat to 120C (250F) and bake for about 1 hour or until
the surface of the pavlova is hard. Turn the oven off and allow to cool
with the door ajar.
6. Whip cream until only just at soft peak stage, add a little sugar if you
like, but the pav is very sweet. Spread cream over the cooled pavlova.
7. Crush berries lightly with a fork and arrange over
the cream.
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mum’s pavlova ...
prepare ahead?

problem solving guide

egg whites won’t foam – Egg whites need to be completely free

The meringue can be made a few days in advance and stored in
an airtight container or well wrapped with foil. The cream can be
whipped ahead of time and kept in the fridge for a few days as well.

of grease and oil to foam. Start again with super clean equipment and
make sure no egg yolk gets mixed in with the whites.

variations for fun

pavlova cracked – My pavlova pretty much always cracks. I just
cover it with cream and forget about it.

Best not to decrease the pavlova batch size from and egg white
whipping perspective.
You could easily double the recipe and bake for longer about 30
minutes extra - before allowing to cool in the oven.
If you need to serve more than double, make separate pavlovas so
they can bake properly.

vegan – Try a bowl of raspberries sweetened with a little sugar and
possibly some coconut or lemon sorbet.

egg free – I’m afraid a pavlova without eggs just isn’t going to work.
See vegan options.

dairy-free – You could replace the cream with coconut sorbet or
serve the berries straight on the meringue and pass some sweetened
coconut cream separately.

fancy – Use marscapone (Italian cream cheese) instead of the

whipped cream.

sugary syrup oozing from the pavlova - This is usually because
the sugar wasn’t completely dissolved in the meringue. Not too much
of a problem but

grainy texture – Sounds like undissolved sugar crystals. Next time
use a finer grade of sugar. For now, just pretend it’s meant to be super
crunchy.
brown pavlova – Either it’s been cooked for too long OR it’s been
cooked at too high a temperature – make sure you remember to turn
the oven temperature down when you put the pav in the oven.

leftover potential

Surprisingly OK. Keep in the fridge so the cream stays fresh. The
meringue will loose it’s crispness but some people prefer it like this.

I have squeezed 14 serves out of this cheesecake
but I was wishing I had made a larger one! Feel
free to roast your own pumpkin, but if you have
access to commercial canned pumpkin, I’d take that
option. For a regular cheesecake, just ditch the
pumpkin. I have a weakness for vanilla icecream
but feel free to serve with whipped cream or even
marscapone.

pumpkin cheesecake

pumpkin
cheesecake
serves 10-12

1/2 butternut pumpkin (squash) approx 700g (1
1/2lb) or 1 cup unsweetened canned pumpkin
2 packets cream cheese (500g / 1lb total), softened
1 carton sour cream (300g / 10oz)
175g (6oz) sugar
5 eggs

1. Preheat oven to 200C (400F).

2. Scoop seeds from the squash and discard. Cut in half lengthwise and
place on a baking tray. Drizzle with olive oil and bake for about an hour, or
until really soft. Allow to cool
3. Decrease oven temp to 180C (350F). Line a 9in (23cm) spring form pan
with baking paper and grease the base and sides with oil or butter.
4. Scoop pumpkin flesh away from the skin and finely chop or puree in a
food processor. Measure out 1 cup or (1/2lb) 250g
5. Whisk together cream cheese and sour cream and stir eggs and sugar
until combined. Add egg mixture to the cream cheese a little at a time until
all combined OR whizz everything in a food processor until smooth.
6. Stir through or whizz in the prepared pumpkin.
[continued....
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pumpkin cheesecake .....
...continued]
7. Pour into the prepared pan and bake for 1 hour or until golden
around the edges and the cheesecake feels firm in the centre when
you touch the top. If you have time allow to cool in the oven but if
you need to make way for the turkey, by all means do so.

prepare ahead?

You can prepare the pumpkin puree up to 5 days in advance and
keep in the fridge.
The cheesecake mixture could be prepared in advance and left in
the mixing bowl before transferring to the pan to bake. If preparing
in advance more than a few hours, best to store in the fridge for up
to 48 hours. Don’t store in the spring form pan as it could leak over
time.
My preference would be to bake the cheesecake up to 3 days in
advance, cool to room temperature and store in the fridge. Remove
from the fridge an hour before serving to allow to come up to room
temperature.

pumpkin cheesecake .....
variations for fun

If I’m going to the effort of making a cheesecake, I tend to stick
to the 9in size as a minimum and then give the leftovers away to
my guests.

serves 6-8 bake in an 8in (20cm) pan

1/2 butternut pumpkin (squash) approx 700g (1 1/2lb) or 2/3 cup
unsweetened canned pumpkin
1 1/2 packets cream cheese (350g / 12oz total weight), softened
2/3 carton sour cream (200g / 7oz)
120g (4oz) sugar
3 eggs
bake approximately 45-60 minutes

serves 16-18 bake in an 11in (26cm) pan

3/4 butternut pumpkin (squash) approx 1kg (2lb) or 1 1/2 cups
unsweetened canned pumpkin
3 packets cream cheese (750g / 24oz total weight), softened
1 1/2 cartons sour cream (420g / 14oz)
260g (9oz) sugar
7 eggs
bake approximately 60-80 minutes

dairy-free - I’m afraid you’re out of luck with the cheesecake.
Try the apple crisp instead.

egg free - I have successfully replaced eggs in baking with 1/2

a mashed banana per egg. Unfortunately I haven’t had time to
test this recipe but I’m pretty sure it would be fine, although the
flavour will change slightly.

problem solving guide

cheesecake sinking - I like a little bit of rustic sinking in my
cheesecake but if it worries you, bake the cheesecake in a very hot
water bath and allow to cool in the water bath in the oven for an hour.

lumpy cheesecake - Sounds like it hasn’t been mixed sufficiently. If

you aren’t using a food processor it can be difficult to get a completely
smooth cake but by making sure your cream cheese is at room
temperature before you start can make a big difference. Adding the egg
mixture to the cream cheese in very gradual steps can help as well.

watery liquid weeping from cheesecake - This means the
cheesecake has been overcooked. Not much we can do this time but
next time try a lower temperature and start checking the cheesecake
earlier in the baking process.
can’t find sour cream? - Substitute in creme fraiche or just regular
heavy whipping cream (35% milk fat).
not sweet enough? - I prefer my desserts not to be super-sweet. If
you have a hard core sweet-tooth that needs satisfying, try increasing
the sugar to 200g / 7oz.

leftover potential

Excellent but dangerous. Just keep in the fridge and try not to eat for
breakfast ;) For something a bit different, chop a few slices of cheesecake
into rough chunks. Allow some commercial vanilla icecream to soften in
the fridge for 1/2 hour then stir cheesecake chunks through. Refreeze
for at least an hour. Yum.

This is one of those recipes where your guests
probably won’t believe you whipped up in 10 minutes.
So probably best to just keep that between you and
me.
It’s pretty amazing what you can do with a can
of sliced apples, a packet of cookies and some
almonds. If you are catering for anyone with nut
allergies, ditch the almonds and increase the
amount of cookies a little.

apple crisp

apple crisp
serves 4

4 tablespoons butter
1 large can sliced apples (approximately 770g / 27oz)
8 butternut snap or plain oatmeal cookies, chopped
1/2 cup whole almonds, roughly chopped
vanilla ice cream, to serve
1. Melt half the butter in a large frying pan over a high heat.
2. Add drained apple. Stir fry until apple is warm and a little browned
at the edges, approximately 4 minutes.
3. Divide apple between 4 ramekins or other serving bowls. Keep
warm.
4. Melt remaining butter over a high heat. Stir fry cookies and
almonds over until golden.
5. Sprinkle cookie mixture over the apple and serve immediately with
ice cream.

»
video

apple crisp .....

gluten-free - Use gluten free cookies. In Australia rice cookies are

prepare ahead?

If preparing in a baking dish, layer the apple and crumble topping
and keep at room temperature for a few hours before baking, if
required. Great to pop in the oven while you’re eating main course.

variations for fun

fine. Or replace the cookies with 4 tablespoons quinoa flakes and a
tablespoon brown sugar - this won’t have the same texture but the
almonds will help with the crunch factor.

nut-free - replace almonds with an extra 2 cookies..

Feel free to increase the quantities to serve however many people you
have. It might be easier if you have a large amount to layer the apples
into a baking dish, cover with the crushed cookies and almonds and
dot with the butter. Then bake at 200C (400F) until golden on top and
well heated through.

problem solving guide

serves 8-10

Pop the apples into ramekins or a 2 cup capacity ovenproof dish. Top
with almonds and cookies. Chop butter and sprinkle over the top. Bake
in a 200C (400F) preheated oven for 15-20minutes or until sizzling.

8 tablespoons butter
2 large cans sliced apples (approximately 770g / 27oz each)
16 butternut snap or plain oatmeal cookies, finely chopped
1 cup whole almonds, roughly chopped

serves 20

200g (7oz) butter
4 large cans sliced apples (approximately 770g / 27oz each)
32 butternut snap or plain oatmeal cookies, finely chopped
2 cups whole almonds, roughly chopped

dairy-free / vegan - Use a vegetable or nut oil instead of the butter.
Serve without icecream (terrible, I know - lemon sorbet or coconut
icecream may be an OK dairy-free accompaniment)

not hot enough - Make sure you cook the apples for long enough to

warm them up properly. Good idea to preheat the ramekins or whatever
else you’re planning to serve.

prefer to cook crumble the old fashioned way? - No dramas.

not sweet enough - I’ve noticed that canned fruit in juice isn’t as

supersweet as sugar syrup canned fruit. If you’re using fruit juice canned
fruit, you may like to sprinkle in a little sugar when pan frying - this will
help with the caramelisation process as well.

crumble topping burnt - Because we’re cooking smallish crumbs
of cookie and nuts it can be easy to burn the smaller crumbs. Best to
keep an eye on it and stir frequently and remove from the heat as soon
as you think it’s done.

leftover potential

Excellent. Reheat in the oven or back in the frying pan

no bake pecan pie

This isn’t really a pie because it doesn’t have a
crust. But I’m sure there won’t be any complaints.
You could easily line the pan with some crushed
cookies mixed with a little melted butter if you
wanted to be more traditional.

no bake
pecan ‘pie’
serves 6-8

250g (1 cup) whipping cream (35% milk fat)
200g (7oz) dark chocolate
200g (7oz) whole pecans
1. Line a loaf tin with baking paper so the sides are covered.
2. Place cream in a small saucepan and bring to a simmer.

3. Meanwhile, roughly chop the chocolate into chunks and place in a
bowl.
4. Pour hot cream over the chocolate and allow to stand for 5 mins
so it melts.
5. Stir until smooth then pour into the prepared pan. Arrange pecans
on top, only using the best looking ones.
6. Refrigerate until set - about 2 hours or more.

no bake pecan ‘pie’...
prepare ahead?

problem solving guide

variations for fun

sugar coming from the chocolate itself. If you’d prefer something
sweeter, stir in a few tablespoons of icing (powdered) sugar into the
cream before you add the chocolate. Or if it’s too late for that, generously
dust with icing sugar at the table.

Absolutely. Will keep in the fridge for over a week (if no one knows
it’s there).. The pecans will lose some of their crunch, but I don’t find
it to be a problem.
You can easily double or halve the recipe. It’s just about finding a
good sized pan. Actually, if halving, I’d serve in 4 individual ramekins
with the pecans finely chopped in the base of each.
If you need to double and you don’t have 2 loaf pans, just make it in
two batches.

not sweet enough – this is not a very sweet dessert, with the only

too rich - I’m afraid that’s the nature of this beast! Serve with something
refreshing like sour cream or cream fresh to brighten it up. And make
sure you serve small slices.

pie not setting – We’re relying on the cocoa butter from the chocolate

milk or white chocolate – don’t be tempted to substitute in

to ‘set’ the pie. So make sure you’re using a good chocolate with at
least 70% cocoa solids, otherwise you run the risk of having a chocolate
‘soup’.

dairy free – Replace the cream with coconut milk OR other dairy-

leftover potential

milk or white chocolate because there won’t be enough cocoa
butter coming from the chocolate to ‘set’ the pie.

free milk like soy milk or almond milk. The flavour profile will change,
but not necessarily in a bad way.

proper 'pie' – either pour the mixture into a pre-cooked and

cooled pie crust. OR crush about 120g (4oz) of plain sweet biscuits
(cookies) and mix with 30g (1oz) melted butter and spread over the
base of the pan before filling with the chocolate mixture.

Great. Will keep in the fridge for at least a week or more.

This has to be one of the easiest ice cream recipes
ever. And also one of the healthiest, although
we're balancing that out with a healthy dose of
booze.
Baileys Irish Cream is a favourite but feel free
to play around with any liqueur you think would go
well with banana such as kaluah.

boozy banana ice cream

boozy banana
icecream
serves 6

5-6 bananas
5-6 tablespoons baileys irish cream
(or other liqueur)
1. Peel bananas and chop into quarters.
2. Freeze overnight or longer in sealed plastic bags.
3. When you're ready to serve, place the bananas in your food
processor with the baileys or other liqueur.
4. Whizz until you have a smooth creamy 'ice cream'. It may take a
while to happen, adding a little more booze will speed the process up.
5. Serve immediately.

video
»

boozy banana ice cream...
prepare ahead?

Whenever I have bananas that are getting too black to eat, I pop
them whole in the freezer for a rainy day. They’re also really handy for
banana cake or banana bread. It’s a bit of a hassle having to peel the
frozen bananas though, so if you’re more organised it helps to peel
and chop the bananas and freeze in a plastic bag.

variations for fun

Pretty much I allow just one banana per person so feel free to play
around with the quantity. Just don’t overload your food processor.

chocolate chip – serve ice cream sprinkled with chopped chunks
of your favourite chocolate.

extra creamy – Add a few tablespoons of double cream into the

food processor with the frozen bananas.

kid friendly – make a batch without the alcohol. Will take a little

longer to puree.

problem solving guide

too icy – Your bananas are still a bit too frozen to process properly.

Just leave for 5 minutes or so. Or if you’re in a hurry add a little water or
cream to get things moving.

too banany- Next time use less ripe bananas but for now try adding
some cocoa powder or serve with melted chocolate sauce.
too soft- There’s a fine line between ice cream perfection and melted

banana slush. Next time process less and eat more quickly. Freezing
your serving containers for an hour or two before hand can also help.

leftover potential

No worries! If you make too much banana ice cream just freeze in
a container and then soften and whizz in the food processor again
before serving.

ginger puddings

I’ve
both
then
like
with

included two levels of ginger in the recipe –
are delicious. If you like your ginger subtle
just use the 1 tablespoon. But if you feel
getting a real, burning ginger hit, double up
the 2 tablespoons.

ginger
puddings
serves 4

100g (3 1/2oz) unsalted butter
1 – 2 tablespoons finely grated fresh ginger
200g (7oz) brown sugar
2 eggs
100g (3 1/2 oz) self raising flour
1. Preheat oven to 180C (350F).

2. Melt butter in a medium saucepan. Remove from the heat and add
ginger and HALF the brown sugar (100g / 3 1/2oz). Stir and then add
eggs, stirring well after each.
3. Lightly mix in the flour until just combined. Don’t worry if there are a
few lumps. Divide cake mixture between 4 x 1 cup capacity ramekins
or dishes.
4. Combine the remaining HALF of the brown sugar with 1 cup boiling
water. Pour over the cake mixture. Cover loosely with a large piece of
foil and bake for 25 minutes.
5. Remove foil and bake for another 5 minutes until puddings are puffy
and golden.

ginger puddings...
prepare ahead?

These puddings are brilliant for entertaining. Mix up the cake part
and have it ready in your ramekins – a few hours in advance is fine.
Then when you’re ready to cook, just add the boiling water + sugar
mixture and bake.

variations for fun

You can easily double or halve the recipe. And since we're baking in
individual serves the baking time is pretty much the same.

ginger & chocolate – push a few chunks of chocolate into the

middle of each pudding before baking.

gluten-free – Replace the self raising flour with almond meal and
1 teaspoon baking powder.

don't have self-raising flour – replace with plain or all purpose
flour and 1 1/2 teaspoons baking powder.

dairy-free – replace the butter with vegetable or other neutral
flavoured oil.

problem solving guide

brown sugar – remember the brown sugar goes in half into the cake
mixture and half into the sauce.

too gingery - ginger varies in its strength, so if you find it too intense,
make sure you use less next time. For now serve with more ice cream
to balance it out.

too dry – It's important to bake with the foil 'lid' on initially to capture
the steam and keep the puddings moist.

leftover potential

Great. Will keep in the fridge for at least a week or more.

Fresh dates are a wonderful natural dessert. But
I like to stuff them with cheese to take them to
the next level. Blue cheese is wonderful but any
creamy mild cheese will work.

festive dates

festive dates
serves 4

8 fresh dates
8 tablespoons creamy blue cheese
1. Cut dates down one side and remove stone.
2. Smash a little blue cheese in to fill the hole.
3. Refrigerate until you’re ready to serve.

video
»

dates with blue cheese...
prepare ahead?

These will happily keep in the fridge for a few days. I think they’re
nicer when they’ve been allowed to come up to room temperature for
little while, rather than eating straight from the fridge.

variations for fun

goats cheese – use a creamy goats cheese instead of the blue.
dairy-free – try filling the dates with almond or other nut butter.

problem solving guide

dates too hard – sounds like you’re using dried dates rather than

fresh. Next time look for Medjool dates in the fresh section of the
supermarket or ask your green grocer for fresh dates. Warming hard
dates in the oven for a few minutes before filling can help too.

short on time - serve the dates and cheese on a platter and let
everyone stuff their own.

leftover potential

Great. Will keep in the fridge for at least a week or more.

It's hard to go past a good cheesecake. These are
perfect for when you're short on time. They only
take 10 minutes to whip up and can easily be made
after you've served the main course.
Marscapone is an Italian style cream cheese. If
you can’t find it, use regular cream cheese, but
you might need to get out the food processor to
make sure it combines smoothly with the lemon
curd.

little lemon
cheesecakes
serves 4

4 shortbread or other plain sweet cookie
250g (9oz) marscapone
8 tablespoons lemon curd
1. Place shortbread in a plastic bag and bash with a rolling pin or
something heavy until they are coarsely crumbled.
2. Divide between two small tea cups or pretty glasses.
3. Combine marscapone and lemon curd in a bowl. Taste, and add
a little more lemon curd if it needs more kick. Or add a little more
marscapone if you’d like it to be creamier.

lemon cheesecakes

4. Divide lemon cream between the tea cups and refrigerate until
you’re ready to eat.

video
»

little lemon cheesecakes...
prepare ahead?

These will happily keep in the fridge for a few days. The biscuit base
will soften over time, but to my mind that’s not a bad thing.

variations for fun

gluten-free - replace the shortbread with your favourite GF cookie
or sweet biscuit.

lemon & raspberry - serve with a small handful of fresh

raspberries on top.

lemon & ginger - replace short bread with gingernut cookies.

If you’re after a full-on ginger experience, stir a teaspoon of finely
grated fresh ginger in with the lemon curd.

lime cheesecakes - if you can get your hands on some lime

curd, give it a go.

chocolate cheesecakes - use oreo or other chocolate cookies
as the base. Skip the lemon curd and stir in finely chopped milk
chocolate into the cream cheese. You may like to sweeten it a little
with icing sugar, Or leave it as is.

problem solving guide

no lemon curd? - make your own OR replace with lemon butter OR

replace with extra marscapone, a tablespoon of icing sugar and the
zest of 1 lemon.

can't find marscapone? - replace with full fat ricotta and a splash

of cream.

cups not full enough - I’ve made this on the smaller side because

they’re quite intense. If you’d prefer your cups to be fuller, either use
smaller cups next time OR mix together some more marscapone and
lemon curd and use that.

base too crumbly - I’ve kept my base on the more crumbly side

because I think it adds a lovely contrast to the smooth, rich filling.
If you prefer a more classic cheesecake base, melt a tablespoon of
butter and stir that into the crumbs before popping them in the tea
cups.

too tart? add a little icing sugar to sweeten things up. Next time cut
back a little on the lemon curd or use more marscapone.

leftover potential
Great! Keeps for a few days in the fridge.
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Recipe Index *
starters & sauces

§ marinated olives
§ quick cranberry sauce
§ roast tomatoes & crusty bread
§ dukkah with olive oil & bread
§ beetroot ‘pesto’ with celery & sourdough
§ dill mayonnaise

salads

§ brown rice salad
§ shredded kale salad
§ green bean salad
§ quinoa & broccolini salad
§ green goddess salad
§ potato salad
§ the classic mixed green salad
§ minted pea salad

vegetables & sides

§ mashed potatoes
§ classic dressing with macadamia & sage
§ potato gratin

veggie main courses

§ pecan crusted sweet potato
§ stuffed portabello mushrooms
§ baked ricotta with roast tomatoes & basil oil

meat, fish & poultry
§ roast turkey - orange & thyme
§ amazing glazed ham
§ whole baked salmon

sweet treats

§ pumpkin cheesecake
§ no bake pecan pie
§ super crunchy apple crisp
§ chocolate pecan pie
§ festive dates
§ boozy banana ice cream
§ pavlova with christmas berries
§ little lemon cheesecakes
§ ginger puddings with icecream

§ interactive index - click on the item to be taken to that page

